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NYSERDA Transitions to Single Statewide NY-Sun Incentive Program
Reading, Pennsylvania - September 3, 2014. RER Energy Group, as a certified NYSERDA contractor,
announces their anticipated participation in the NY-Sun MW Block Program for funding New York State
solar projects.
In August 2014, NYSERDA began the transition of the state’s multiple solar programs to a single,
statewide incentive program called the MegaWatt (MW) Block Program. This effort is designed to support
the State’s vibrant solar economy, which has consistently been in the top 10 US solar markets. The NY-Sun
Initiative supports the deployment of solar energy technologies with programs and incentives available to
customers in New York State. Pursuant to NY Governor Cuomo’s states commitment to the NY-Sun
Initiative, New York State has committed $1B to developing a self-sustaining solar market in New York
State, with a target of 3 GW of solar PV installations across New York State by 2022.
Under the MW Block incentive structure, each sector is assigned a series of MW targets at certain incentive
levels, referred to as “blocks”. As applications are submitted, incentives are assigned and the kilowatts
(kW) associated with the applications are added together and the units are converted to MW. When the MW
target for that block is reached, the block is closed and a new block, with a new target and a lower incentive
level, is started. Once all of the blocks for a particular region and sector are filled, an incentive for that
region and sector will no longer be offered.
Megawatt Block Sectors:
 Nonresidential systems (up to 200 kW)
 Nonresidential systems (larger than 200 kW available in spring 2015)
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Block 1: 5,449 kW
Block 2: 8,000 kW

Block 3: 10,000 kW
Block 4: 12,000 kW
Block 5: 18,000 kW
Block 6: 23,000 kW
Block 7: 28,000 kW
Block 8: 77,000 kW
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Block 9: 95,000 kW
Block 10: 145,000 kW

System Size (kW)
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About RER Energy Group
RER is an industry leader in providing cost-effective, high quality solar systems throughout the MidAtlantic region. The company’s team has developed over 20 megawatts of solar energy systems and
obtained over $15 million of grant proceeds for commercial, industrial, agricultural, municipal and nonprofit customers. For more information, visit www.rerenergygroup.com

